One day at Five Points elementary school there was a kid named Cooper and his best
friend Carson, they have been best friends for a very long time and Carson is one year older
than him. One day at school and at recess on the playground Cooper wanted to show a friend
something Cooper learned and thought it was cool. He didn’t know it yet but his best friend
was gonna help him in a really big way.

At that time they did this rotation so one class could go on the playground and the
other two classes would be on the blacktop the thing was that it wasn’t Cooper’s class turn.
Cooper disobeyed the rules and sneaked onto playground and tried to show a friend a cool
thing he learned but, when he did it the air was moist and so he jumped off the balance beam
and slipped off the monkey bars and then crack! Cooper landed on his left arm when he was
falling, his left arm twisted and he landed hard on his arm. Cooper didn’t know it yet but he
had broke his arm. He needed help right away.

Then Cooper got up and grabbed his jacket he went over to the swings and laid down
in lots of pain. Then Carson sees him then goes to him and asks him if he is ok Cooper says
”No I am not okay,” Carson said. “ I am going to get a teacher ok,” Cooper said. “ No don’t go
get a teacher or else I will get in trouble,” Cooper didn’t know it but he had attracted a crowd
of kids then, Carson went to go get a teacher while Cooper didn’t see him. Carson did a good
job not listening to Cooper and just getting the teacher.

So when Carson got the teacher she came over and tried to lift up Cooper’s sleeve but
it hurt Cooper’s arm and Cooper said “Ow!” and she made Cooper go to the nurse. When
Cooper got to the nurse she checked his arm and called his mom she said “You need to take
him to the hospital I think he broke his arm,” Cooper’s mom said “I think he is okay I will just
pick him up and take him home,” When she got there and saw his arm she knew it was broke
and got the nurse to call the ambulance.When the ambulance got there they put Cooper on
the stretcher and into the ambulance.

Cooper is in the ambulance and they give him a shot on the way to the hospital which
helped the pain not hurt as much, but it was bumpy so it was pretty difficult to give him a shot
but they gave him a shot. When they got to the hospital they gave him a sleep pill and
checked his arm using the x ray, then while he was still asleep they put pins in Cooper’s arm
and gave him a white thing around his arm before the actual cast. Cooper stayed home for a
couple weeks and then, they gave him a cast and was going back to school in no time.
Cooper healed his left arm and got his cast off and his left arm was ready to move again.
Carson helped by getting the teacher if he had not gotten the teacher and Cooper made it
through the rest of the day and maybe didn’t tell his mother about it could’ve gotten a lot
worse.

